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DC-LINK APPROAChTO CONSTANT-FREQUENCYAIRCRAFT POWER

Daniel S. Yorksie
We_+inghouse Electric Corporation

Lima, Ohio 45802

This paper discusses a hybrid high-power aircraft electrical system that
has very difficult and compiex operating requirements. Many issues raised in
selecting an approach for this application are similar to those that must
eventually be addressed for a large all-electric aircraft. The requirements
for this specific system are reviewed, a solution for those requirements is
proposed, and some explanation is provided for the choice. Because the system

; requires a substantial amount of 400-Hz power, a dc-link system was selected
to previde that power. The highlightsof the power system are

(1) Load requirementsof 13.2 kV dc, 400 Hz ac, and 28 V dc (pulsed)
(2) Four chahnels
(3) Outputs paralleled to feed total load

4. (4) Load requirements satisfied by three of four channels
(5) Single generator for each channel
(6) Power conditioning remotely located (i00 ft) from generator

The load profile (fig. I) shows that the large power requirements asso-
ciated with the 13-kV output are only required above 83-percent engine speed.
The 28-V pulsed output is a very small part of the overall system requirements .w
on a percentage basis. In going through the selection process and adopting
the priority of power level, we will cover the 13-kV requirements first, then

• cover the 400-Hz requirements,and then lightly touch on the 28-V dc supply
considerations. The simple system line diagram for the single-channelcon-
figuration is shown in figure 2. The power system contains four identical
channels. The loads are now sized for each particular output for the single
channel, i flgure 2 the approximatedistances between generator, power con-

- ditioningequipment, and loads are given because they are significant in the
overall system considerationsand affect which conversion schemes are selected.
The evaluationcriteria are electrical performance and risk, weight, effi-
ciency, volume, cost, and reliability. Obviously with any airborne system,

_ size and weight are very important selection criteria. However, in a new and

i complex system such as this, electricalperformance and risk must be an impor-
tant part of the selection process.

The preliminaryground rules for system evaluation are as follows:
(1) Six-phase generator (minimumfiltering requirements)
(2) High speed and high frequenc_

I_I Minimum generator weightMinimum filtering

l_I Maximumspeed,-25000 rpmMinimum frequency, -1200 Hz
(e) Acceptable transmission losses

(3) High transmission voltage

l_I Minimum transmission "assesGenerat)r corona considerations,- 250 V rms nominal maximum
(c) Minimum voltage at 53-percent speed, > 120 V rms

(4) Major impact of 13-kV, 2lO-kWoutput in determining overallsystemconfigurationand parameters159
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(5) 28-V dc output (4-percent system rating) addressed after 13-kV dc
and 400-Hz outputs satisfied

Obviously, in power conversion apparatus, maximizing the pulse number mini-
mizes the fi]tering requirements. This points in the direction of a six-phase
system rather than a three-phase syste_ for the generator. There is obviously
a range of practical frequencies boun_ed, say, on the lower end by minimum
frequencies required by ce_Lain power conversion schemes and limited at the
upper end by losses in high-power rectifiers, transformers, and other such
equipment. Minimum voltage requirements are imposed on the generator by vari-
uus power conversion schemes, and of course maximum voltages are imposed on
the syste_ from consideration of corona and other such parameters. Again,
power output terJds to influence strongly the design priorities. So with this
sort of groundwork layed, these ground rules allow us to establish the follow-
ing set of conversion uptions:

(i) Starting systPm parameters

I_! S_x-phase generator-feedersGenerator voltage L-N, 264 V rms at 100-percentspeed
(c) Generator frequency, 2500 Hz at 110-percent speed

(2) Ripple considerations

I_I Ripple requirementof 0.26 kV, 2 percentSix-pulse rectified voltage with 9.3-percentripple
(c) 12-pulse rectified voltage with 2.3-percent ripple

(3) Option I - single transformer with delta/wye secondaries ,(

- (4) Option 2 - two identicaltransformerswith six-phase supply _(_

. The power system will probably be a six-phase system with a generator
, voltage of about 260 V and a frequency of 1000 to 2000 Hz. The relationship

between pulse number and ripple voltage leads to the conclusion that only 12-
pulse conversionprocesses are real]y practical in meeting the 13-kV ripple
requirement. Going through all of this you come to two options for th_ 13-kV
system. Option i (fig. 3) is a single transformerwith delta/wye secondaries
to give a 12-pulse ripple in the output frequency and to minimize filtering.
Option 2 _f]g."4) is two identical transformers. This implies a six-phase
generator,where the phase displacementfor the 12-pulse requirementcomes
from the phase displacementbetween the two groups of three feeders in a six-
phase supply.

Comparingthe advantages and disadvantagesof these two approachesto
13-kV conversion shows that

(I) Option i (the single transforme_r)_11 be somewhat lighter in weight
and smaller in volume

(2) Option I has more complex insulationrequirementswith twin secon-
daries and higher voltage in delta-connectedwindings (5000 V rms vs. 2go_ V
ms for wye)

._ (3) Option 2 will require less filtering for the same level of ripple

_. :! and distortion
_' i (4) Option 2 requires twl,_three-phasebreakers i
_ _ (5) Option 2 provides improvedheat transfer

_! Considering_he complete conversion stage includingtransformer, rectifier,filter, and cooling system, option 2 (two transformerswith six-phase supply)
_' was chosen.

.:,
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In selecting control options the operating considerations of steady-state
voltage regulation (12 to 13.7 kV de), current limiting at 1.2 per unit load,
and load sharing under paralleling point toward maintaining constant trans-
former primary voltage. This would allow the natural droop of the paralleled
transformer-rectifier units to provide current sharing. Current limiting
would also be implemented on the primary (low) voltage side. This leaves
three options for voltage and current control:

(I) Voltage control (VC) and current limiting (CL) via generator excita-
tion control (fig. 5)

(2) Voltage control and current limiting via reverse parallel-connected
thyristors (fig. 6)

(3) Voltage control via field control and current limiting via thyristor
control (fig. 7)

The first option (fig. 5) will impose some constraints on the other power
conditioning subsystems, but as later analysis showed, this option does not
impose a severe burden on the desigrJ requirements for these systems. Overall
it has significiant system appeal. As for the second option (fig. 6) a trade-

_ off between the primary and secondary would Quickly show that it is preferable
to put the phase-controlledarrangementon the primary side rather than on the
high-voltageside. The unfortunate _spect of this approach is that the pri-
mary electronics now have to be rated for the full system throughput and there
is an additional filtering burden imposed on the secondary filter with this
type of arrangement. Obviously there is a compromise (option 3, fig. 7) where ,f

voltage control would be used during normal operating modes with field control
maintaining the phase-controlledrectifier in a full-on condition. This would _If

not impose a severe requirement on the filtering and, if the load could toler-
ate it, pha_e control could be used just for current limiting. Unfortunately,
the problem of the high rating required for the electronics portion of this
process still exists.

In the final analysis we recommend the most simple and straightforward
method - option I, usfng the process of field control for voltage control and

o current limiting. Our analysis indicates that this method of control is com-
patible with actual load requirements,does not unduly penalize the design of
the 400-Hz output, and provides a very efficient and highly reliable power
conditioning subsystem.

Selection of a 400o.Hzconversion option was based on the following
considerations:

(1) Kilovolt-amperagemanagement

l§I Neutral FormingFeeder and generator utilization
" _ (4) Interactionwith the 13-kV supply

[
_ The state of the art for the conversion of bulk, variable-frequencyac power

_._ to constant-frequencyac power (VSCF) by solid-state means offers two general i

i solutions: direct ac-to-ac conversion systems and ac-to-dc-to-acconversion
systems. System parameterschosen thus far (i.e., voltage and frequency) '
leave open the consiuerationof these two options:

i_II Option l-cycloconverter

Option 2 - dc-link inverter
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Figure 8 is a rough diagram of option I, cycloconverterpower staqe -
repeated three times for each of the three output phases. It gives an idea of
the complexity and brings out some signiFicdntpoints - especially that with
this scheme the ;leutralmust be brought out from the generator.

Option 2, the dc-link inverter (fig. 9), does have to have a neutral
forming transformerto provide the fourth _ire; however, it does not require
the fourth wire, or the neutral, to be b,-oughtout from the generator. The
scheme that we recommend for operating the inverter stage is a fixed pattern
controllingthe bridge switches - say the transistors - that would then deter-
mine output frequency and distortion factors. Vo]tage traditionally is con-
trolled by regulatingthe link voltage. In this case, because of the choices
alre.Jy maae on the 13-kV system, a preregulatorstage _s needed for the dc-
link system to compensatefor the generator voltage variation over the speed
range.

Table i summarizes some of the critical differences b_ween the two sys-
tems. Some of the importantpoints are the neutral currents, the filter cur-
rents in fault, the weight of the feeder cables, and the weight of the neutral
feeder as compared to the neutral forming transformer. The table implies
bias, consideringweight only, toward the dc-link option. In other words, the
power stages are about equivalent for this comparisonbetween the two
approaches, so a trade-off results between the neutra_ coming from the genera-
tor and the neutral former in the dc-link option. On a weight basis the dc-
link is favored. However, weight is not the only consideration. First, the
cycloconvertercirculates reactive power through the feeder system and the
generator. In contrast, the dc-link system constrains the reactive current {

- flow to the output stage of the inverter. That is significant. Second, under
unbalancedconditions, an undesirable800-Hz modulation effect is imposed on

._ the generator terminals. The modulation is reflected into the 13-kV supply.
Obviously the filter - for a 12-pulse output - is not designed for 800-Hz dis-
turbances. That imposes a severe penalty on the filtering in the 13-kV supply
and also creates a prob|em with the feeding of faults - where significantre-

, active power is circulated through 110 ft of feeder. There is also the other
,i constraintof maintainingminimum voltages on the generator output so that the
_ supply can meet its other output requirements,such as the 28-V dc system.

If all of these constraints are taken into consideration,for this par-
ticular application a dc-link system offers some significant advantages. The

input stage does have additionalcomplexity: it is not _ rectifier; it now
becomes a phase-controlledbridge; it requires some addi_ _l filtering on

i the link. However, on an overall system basis, consider :_eight,reli-
• ability, and efficiency the trade-off works in favor of _h_ dc-link system.

Now that we have made that determination,we can briefly review the kind of
control strategies that would be applicable (figs. 10 and 11). Some of these
have almost been discounted but are included for the sake of completeness.

The first option (fig. I0) is to use field control on the generator.
That is a viatle option and is obviously the simplest. The same statements
hold true here as for the 13-kV system. However, having chosen field control
for the 13-kV system implies a separate generator to feed the dc-link system.
In the ground rules establishedby the application requirements,there was a
specific requirementof a single generator and that meant a sing]e, physical
generator, not necessarilya single generator designed within that physical
envelope.

The second option for voltage control is the use of gate-controlled
thyristorsshown in figure 11. The input stage is in error. The input stage
really has to be a phase-controlledbridge. When considering interactions

162
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between the systems, the phase-controlled front end does provide a one-way
buffer between th_ 13-kV syslem and the _Ou-,,_ _=m. There as also the
question of transient response. The faster response time of option 2 and its
effect on transient response at the output of the 400-Hz system more than com-
pensates for the increased complexity. Option 2 also provides buffering of
the 400-Hz output due to sudden load changes in the 13-kV output. Although
there will be some interaction between the 13-kV and 400-Hz outputs, the con-
trolled rectifier will help to minimize these effects. Option 2 was selected
as the preferred approach for the overall system.

In the preceding discussion a selection of the generator configuration
has been implied. However, for the sake of completeness, I _;ill briefly cover
various generator feeder options. A consideration is that the generator and
feeder configurations are interrelated. _lso single physical generator
requirements constrain dedicated generators to a single shaft. System inter-
action is an important criterion when evaluating feeder configurations. And
generator rating and phase currents must be established to size feeders. The
following options will be consiaered:

(i) Separate electromagnetic desig_ with dedicated feeders
I2) Single generator with dedicated feeders
(3) Single generator with common feeders

Figure 12 is the result of a rating analysis derived from figure I.
-_ Basically it shows that from 0 to 83-percent speed the high-power output is

not on. If you control the output in a linear fashion, constant voltage over

frequency, the requirements on the electromagnetic devices, like the 13-kV _-
,; transformers, will be maintained. Sufficient voltage will be produced to

power the 400-Hz output. The design rating point after further calculations
+_ for the §cnera_nrturns out to be the 83-percent speed point. Considering
: different feeder configurationsand load requirementsresults in the set of

•_ currents shown at the bottom of the figure.
One of the approaches (option I, fig. 13) is to have two isolated elec-

: tromagnetic generatorson a common shaft This is a very simple scheme for
voltage regulation. A highly desirable aspect of option 1, from the stand-
point of the power conversion equipment, is that it provides the maximum inde-

.L pendence and isolation between the 13-kV and 400-Hz outputs. Of course this
'_ would be compatible with a simple scheme of field control for both outputs.
,_ Another approach (option 2, fig. 14) is a single generator,which obvi-
+_ ously wi.l be less complex and lighter in weight, with dedicated feeders. The ,

i figure shows currents and nominal voltages. The distance to the feeders is

normally 100 ft. The feeders are all the same size, are tightly bundled, and

i are a fairly sizable weight consideration in the overall system tradeoff.
The last approach (option 3, fig. 15) would be to run a single set of

| feeders down to the branch point and then branch off to the two different
power conditioning subsystems. This, obviously, is the lightest weight
approach.

Table II shows an approximatecalculation which reveals that feeder
weight, approximately43 Ib, is more important than the kilovolt-amperageof
the generator. However, weight alone cannot be used to make the choice. The
other aspects that need to be considered between these three options are as

follows

!!) Option 1 offers maximum +solation of the 13-kV and 400-Hz outputs

and a simple, reliable method of voltage control. _

I ° !
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(2) Option 1 generator has a reactive power penalty and a weight
penalty, added mechanical complexity, and a possible 43-Ib feeder penalty.

(3) Options 2 and 3 offer a lighter, simpler generator.
(4) The 43-Ib weight saving of option 2 over option 3 is obtained at the

penalty of isolationbetween the two outputs.
(5) Option 2 represents a compromise solution between options i and 3 in

that the 13-kV and 400-Hz units can interact only through the generator'ssub-
transient inductancebut not through feeder inductance.

Making a choice is a trade-off among complexity, reliability,weight, and iso-
lation or interdependencebetween the two supplies: the 400 Hz and the 13
kV. Choosing a single feeder to the branch point results in interactionsbe-
tween the 13-kV and 400-Hz subsystems,which occur not only through the gener-
ator subtransientreactance, but also, through the reactance of the feeder
cables. And that can be Quite significant. The choice then is between an
interactioncriterion and a weight criterion. At this point, we recommend
option 2, probably because of a risk consideration° We would start by limit-
ing the interactionto just the generator subtransientreactance, using the
feeder cables as a buffer between the two supplies. Hardware tests may be
needed to finally determine which is the better trade-off - the 43 lb or the
final weight of the control circuits - to get these two supplies to operate

w reliably off the same generator. So tentativelywe would select option 2 and
carry the 43 lb as a potential weight saving after further analysis and tests.

In conclusion,the 28-V dc system, even though it is a pulse system,
representsonly about 4 percent of the total system, or channel, rating.
There are two obvious design approaches: to design the power stage configura-
tion for peak power throughput or to design a system that provides for energy

storage. Cost and weight considerationscome into play here and tend to bias f(_
toward an energy storage approach. The average power on the supply system is
only of the order of 600 W because of the very low duty cycle in the output of
the 28-V dc system. Also it might be determined that the three-phase supply
is satisfactoryand t_at a six-phase supply is not needed for this power level.

, Westinghousefinally selected an energy storage approach fed by a very
; simple current source power-conditioningsubsystem (fig. 16). The control

options for this type of system with a large capacitor and three or four

parallel systems is not as simple as it might seem at first. How natural un-
balances i_lcapacitor values and leakage currents are accounted for is fairly
significantconsiderationbut beyond the scope of this discussion. Figure 17

i shows the final system configuration. The design approach discussed in this
paper should be applicable to a variety of aircraft including a large trans-
port with all-electricsecondary power.

i

i
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OF POOR QUALfTY

TABLEI. - 400-HzCONVERSIONOPTIONS

Option 1 Op_on 2

Cycloconverter DC-Unk Inverter t
LoadCondition Steady State Sh. CkL SteadyStete Sh. Ckt.

LoadKVA 120 NA 120 NA

LoadPowerFactor 1 NA 1 NA

:LoadCurrent,Amp 348 NA 348 NA

FilterCurrent,Amp 174 -0 162 -0

ConverterOutput,Amp 389 1,044 384 1.044

DC-LinkCurrent,Amp NA NA 456 "'-0

InputPhaseCurrent Amp 220 591 186 ~0
NeutralCurrentat 1/3 Load
Imbalance,Amp 116 116

110 Ft. FeederWt., Lb. at .2_
Lb./A/Phase/100 Ft. 392 331

_110Ft. NeutralFeederWt., Lb. 35 NA

Neutral FormingTransformer,
Wt., Lb. NA 18

:- Total Feeder+ NeutralForming

Wt., kb. 427 349 _,

For purposesof this comparison,the weight cf the two convertersis assumedto be
comparable.In additionto the abovetabulatednet feederweight penaltyof 78
Ibs./channel,there is a further weight penaltyto the cycloconve_lergenerator.

• TABLEIf. - GENERATOR-FEEDEROPTIONS

Option 1 2 3

IApproximate Feeder We'ght, Lb." 367 367 324

?
: _ Approximate Generator KVA

, [Extrapolated to 100% Speed) 588 574 574

_ii."_ "Copper Wire (Aluminum wire wel lht is -50% less)

165
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OF POOR QUALITY
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360 KVA

z 53 90/120
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200 400 600 800

KILOWATTS/KILOVOLT AMPERES

Notes: 1) 28 VDC and 13 KVDC operate only shove 83% speed
2) 400 H_. channel rating Im80 KVA at 63% speed. 120 KVA It 60% speed

and _ve

Figure 1. - Utt_,_ation equip_nt - total load profile. '_

___ 13.2KV DC
HV PCU 270 KW

, @ [ ,400 HZ 115/200VAC

I00' I0' PCU I_lo, 120KVA (0.75-0.95)
TYPICAL TYPICAL

+

"-_ F-_ 28 VDC

LV PCU 17 KW PULSED LOAD
1.0 SEC/31.O SEC

Figure 2. - Single-channel conftgu,'at|on.
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" Figure3. - 13-kVconversionoptions- optionO, singletransformerwith

-. delta/wyesecondaries.
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Figure 4, - 13-kV conversion opt.tons - option 2, two tdentlcai transformers
and six-phase supply.
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OF POOR QUALITY

V

I )i

This is the simplestmethodof control requirlnono extra elecVonic:,
Requiresgeneratorof |uffldent voltmgerange to supplyother system
elementsor constrainstheir design.

Figure5. - 13-kVcontroloptions- optionl, voltagecontroland current
limitingth_'oughgeneratorexcitationcontrol.

ProvidesmaximumIndependenceof elementsfed from = common
gonerltor at the expenseof eddition=lpoweroleotrontesrated for totol
throughput RequiresIKIditionalfilteringenddamtptng.

Figure6. - 13-kVcontroloptions- option2, volt=gecontroland current
limitingthroughthyrlstorcontrol.

I

Conwomies_ wh_ mln_ins _nerm,mmltmeereesonmlW
led mmidl _ amtkmamlxlgtunder overlm_L|till requlram

eamtio_l_w_ de=mni_ Hamulvmnmlew_ O_km3 onlyif hbhw
dppleunder_N,tNd le mmqDud_.

Figure 7. - 13-kV control options - option 3. voltage c_ontroI through field
centre) end current limiting through thyrtstor control.
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OF POOR QUALITY
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Output vol(age quality and afeady state end transient regulating accuracy
_,_ depend to o large extent on _.heperformance of s complex control circuit

detecting critical timing of 38 lhyriltors and selection of fix thyri$_or barlkll.
Cycloconvener has a fixed ratio of n,et convertor output currant and input
phase currant (feedere end generator) of 0.566 and requires L generator
nL_utralfeeder cable ra:ad for 33-I/3% nominal output current.

Figure 8. - 400-Hz conversion options - option 1, cyc]oconverter. ,_'

V0

' ----O

. vo T "F
: I

; ; Uling • fixed PWM digitally derived wlveform plnem, the _teaKlystate ,_
; end vonslent Iccurlcy of the output voltlgel depend on the lCCUrlcy end

•, ; speed of the link voltlge oontrol. A DC Link tystem hamo ratio of 1.31 i_, (rOll component of net Inverter culpul current end D: Link current) lind
. i 0.# I (DC.Unk currant lnd Input phue current) end requlrlm I nil.lUll I_

forming transformer. !
Figure 9, - 400-Hzconversionoptions- option Z, dc ]ink,

b
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!.i v
Thisis lhe simplestmethodof controlbut requires• dedlceledgoneretor
or • ¢hinge In the 13 KVoutputdesignIpl)roech(i.e. thyrllt_ conlrol_It
air fixesthe genersto_voltageat lpproxlmstily 130 VRMS Csusir_•
felKlerwelghlandlosspenlIty.

Figure 10, - 400-Hz control options - option 1 voltage control through fieldcontrol.
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--! Thisemwoec_mqukeer..ir_uitfyto eomrd twelve lUl_rieto_ Ii ,omew_
•_-! m_ m inth*real_ mI* ,ridrequire.dstJv_morefln,_e d
- the I_ _mltaee.I,t_evw. # dine nm I_ve 1hedleNvenWl_ ef Ol_tl_ 1

lind providestwemylimes the ru_mie ti_rdDOIOption I.

i Ftgurecontro111.of-thyrlstor4OO'HzcontrOIrectlfters.Options- option 2, voltlge control through gate
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W

_n 495 KW
-x00"- 2_8 v-_ 5 SEC

_- _ =., ......-_-_ -- -- 264 V

v_ $S" STEADY STAT i
200- 400

I- I00

< ,_ 66 KWh. I 55_" liO0t_J

W

O 53% 83% IIO% S,'_EED

1205 1_86 2500 HZ
t_J
m 430A
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40Of SS.STEADY STATE _
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b ZG.

_ o o_SPEED

Figure 12. - Generator -atlng analysis.

240V 2x AN-2

200A _-_

120V 2 = AN-2

182A

j{

Thll option _rovldo| for the maximum IIo:_ltlon between the 13 KV lind
400 HL outputl, However, it does fequire I more ¢ompl-x and huvier
generetor,

!

Figure ]3.. Generator feeder optton_ - option l, separate electromagnetic
clesi_n with dedicated feeders,

240V 2= AN-2 _ '

" ] 2oo,L_ )-_."3 32A

_ I ]S)VI82A 2, AN-2 [_]

Figure14 - Genermr-fNcbr,_tlon2- tinglegenormrandd_ll-
c_tedfeeders,(This_llon prod_sfortheII_bst anddmplest
_normr ¢m'lguretl0n.It doesno4_roddethedetlreeofIsola-
lienthatopUcmI prcd(b_.'
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Thkl opt}on wovld¢$ the ilmplelt end Ilghtest feeder configuration but the
lellR Imoun| of isolation I_alween the 13 KV and 400 HL oulputs.

F|gure 15. - Generator-fueder options - option 3, single generator dnd common
feeders.
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Figure 16. - 28-Vdc system approach - controlled {urrent source w;th _.
capacitive ,nergystorage.
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